PART VII- DO THE MATH - AT WHAT COST?

FAST FACTS I- FOR SEX TRAFFICKING- COUNTERING THE BS WITH GOVERNMENT STATISTICS

PART VII “DO THE MATH”
FAST FACTS- USING MATH TO EXAMINE THE LIES OF THE ‘VICTIM PIMPS,’

“AT WHAT COST?”

HOW MUCH DOES THIS CRUSADE CURRENTLY COST AND WHAT WILL IT COST IF COPS ARREST AS MANY ‘JOHNS’ AS THE ABOLITIONISTS WANT THE COPS TO
ARREST, PROSECUTE AND PUNISH (INCARCERATE)? WHO BENEFITS FROM THIS ABSURD CRUSADE? FOLLOW THE MONEY AND THE PEOPLE PUSHING THEIR AGENDA...
Now comes the difficult part of ’doing the math’- calculating
both the financial and non-monetary costs of this ‘end the
demand’ crusade to all those whose lives will be negatively
impacted by the insane desire to stop adults from wanting adult
companionship and sexual intimacy even if it is for pay... (the
math is only difficult for those who think that it is possible to
‘end the demand’ by arresting the men, women and couples who
use the services of adults who work in the sex industry)...
What costs will be incurred by society as a whole and
individuals in particular if we ‘amp’ up the crusade against
consenting adult commercial sex? A look back in history at the
prohibition of alcohol and the current ‘war on drugs’ shows
what other areas of life will be impacted by the moral and
social busybodies who believe that they have some special right
to impose their values on everyone else regardless of the cost.
How many innocent people have been collateral damage for the
‘drug warriors’ who go to the wrong house to execute a search
warrant based on the dubious word of a ‘confidential
informant’ - an individual who is allowed to continue to use/
sell drugs as long as he/ she continues to provide information
on OTHER, NON INFORMANT folks who may or may not be
guilty of the alleged crime?
We currently spend HUNDREDS of billions of dollars arresting,
prosecuting and (usually) incarcerating over one million people
a year [see part V-A page 5] for producing, selling, possessing
and ingesting unapproved substances. Prisons and jails are
overcrowded and often unsanitary, creating unhealthy conditions
for people who will someday rejoin us in society. They will be
filled with rage at the injustices inflicted on them because
they were arbitrarily1 selected to be arrested and punished for
ingesting unapproved substances into their own bodies.
Ironically they could have taken drugs (and probably DID) while
incarcerated because the guards who were hired to watch over
them frequently offer inmates more and better drugs than
inmates could have purchased on the streets. It is much easier
to control unruly inmates if they are not going through
withdrawal. Unfortunately, the guards also ingest those same
unapproved substances, usually without consequence.
The overcrowded conditions in prisons and jails have led to
court cases which resulted in judicial rulings mandating the
release of many inmates early, including those whose crimes
were violent. Now the prostitution abolitionists are demanding
that we fill the prisons and jails with non violent, non abusive
men against whom no criminal complaint was filed- other than
by a law enforcement officer who no doubt entrapped the
victim of the sting operation. If the crusade to ‘end the
demand’ is to be ‘successful’ (which it will never be, as we
know from countries like China, even though they execute
‘pimps’) - the demand has not diminished at all- and COPS in
China, as in every other country where prostitution is illegal,
‘protect’ prostitution rings, in effect, becoming the ‘pimps,’ it
would take the arrests of millions of ‘johns,’ including the very
powerful and wealthy, the politicians, cops, judges, lawyers,
preachers, priests, and all the other ‘pillars of the community’
who use the services of sex workers- before the average
‘john’ would get the message that he might be caught in the
net, prosecuted and punished.
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This poses several problems, as there are ONLY 670,279 state
and local cops [see Part II A, page 10], many of whom are also
‘johns’- and each cop can only make, on average, about 13.34
arrests per year2 [see Part II A, page 10]... so, either we will have
to hire a lot more- perhaps millions of cops- or we will have to
stop enforcing all other laws and demand that the cops we
currently employ work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, no days
off, no vacation, no donut breaks, nada. Even then, the likelihood
of being able to apprehend more than a very small percentage
of ‘johns’ is slim. How will cops decide which ‘johns’ to arrest
and which to ignore? Perhaps the same way they now decide
which sex workers to arrest and which ones to allow to
continue to be ‘exploited,’ and that is by selectively enforcing
the law against those ‘victims’ who do not provide the nice
officers with sex, money or information. The cops are not going
to ask the ‘johns’ for those things, rather-they will offer to
NOT arrest the ‘johns’ of the sex workers, if the sex worker
provides them with sex, money or information:
This is called “EXTORTION” and when cops FORCE themselves
on sex workers, it is also “RAPE”! Is this an acceptable method
of ‘protecting’ us poor prostitutes from being ‘exploited’ by our
non violent, non abusive clients, employers and associates? A
“Rape us to rescue us” program????
When a sex worker files a complaint of rape against the
predator with a badge, prosecutors are reluctant to prosecute a
case against a cop... because... they cannot prove that it wasn’t
consensual... However, these same prosecutors are determined
to prosecute our clients even if we say we CHOOSE to engage
in sex work, because they claim WE CANNOT CONSENT TO BEING
‘RAPED’- which is what prostitution abolitionists consider ALL
prostitution to be...
Part of the cost of this “end the demand crusade” is what
the taxpayers must pay to settle lawsuits filed by sex workers
who are victims of predatory rapists with badges, such as LAPD
officers James Nichols and Luis Valenzuela who were finally
arrested but have not yet gone to trial- while the city of Los
Angeles payed out nearly half a million dollars to one victim of
this predatory pair, as well as Alaska cop Anthony Rollins,
whose victims number between 20 and 30, and Milwaukee cop
Steven Lelinski, Eugene Oregon cop Roger Magaña, and the
many, many other cops who rape prostitutes. Sometimes these
cops get away with their crimes for decades- until the victims
can finally persuade a prosecutor that they did NOT consent to
the cop raping them. As long as cops have laws they can use
to threaten sex workers with arrest- or the arrest of their non
violent ‘johns’- cops will continue to rape and extort ‘victims’ of
‘sexual exploitation’ and the costs associated with this kind of
predatory behavior will continue to rise. Along with sex worker
victims of predatory cops, there are the victims of overzealous
cops who mistake non sex worker women and children for
‘prostitutes’- ‘kidnapping’ and beating said non sex workers
when they protest their innocence:

MISTRESS OF THE MIGHTY
CALCULATOR

dispatched to find “three white” females who were suspected of
soliciting in the area:
...continued next page
1. Vice laws can only be enforced arbitrarily and selectively because cops must
conduct sting operations to ‘catch’ the violators, which leaves the enforcement
of such laws up to the cop who decides which ‘perpetrator’ to arrest and which
perpetrator can become an informant, allowed to continue to break the law in
exchange for information on other law breakers... There have been cases where
the FBI allows actual murderers to become informants and they do not arrest
such criminals, for the most part, committing crimes which have real victims
who ask for help (such as rape and sexual assault victims), victims of property
crimes, domestic violence etc. the police ‘strive’ to arrest those predators when
the evidence shows they most likely committed the crime.
2. The number of arrests made during any given year comes from the FBI “Crime
in the United States” summary page. In previous sections of this document,
we’ve shown the actual number of arrests state by state in 2017, which do not
seem to add up to the number of arrests that the FBI claims were made for
that year. The FBI also states that the arrest statistics do not include arrests
for traffic violations, and there is no apparent location where such information
can be found. While it is possible that the cops made MANY arrests for traffic
violations, which would take their yearly average up a bit, without knowing how
many such arrests were made, we can only conclude that the average number
of arrests made per year and per cop was the number of arrests divided by
the number of cops 670,279- 2017 there were 8,940,603 arrests (that we
could find using the FBI’s table #69-- of which 17% were for REPORTED
crimes and 83% were for non reported ‘crimes) divided by number of cops
670,279 = 13.34 arrests per cop per year or 1.2 arrests per month per cop.
Some states cops made more arrests, but this is the ‘average’ number of
arrests. See updated sections for 2017 arrests, reported crimes etc.

Here’s what the “end the demand”
crusade looks like in reality:

If you don’t give me a
free sample, I am going
to arrest YOUR
CLIENTS today...

If you don’t give me
a free sample, I am
going to arrest YOU
today...

Can you tell the difference? Because we can’t...

Dymond Milburn, a 12 year old girl from Galveston, Texas,
encountered some undercover vice cops who had been
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Lawsuit: Girl, 12, not prostitute
“The Associated Press | Updated Feb 8, 2013
GALVESTON, Texas (AP) - A Galveston couple
has filed a federal lawsuit against three police
officers who they say arrested and beat their
12- year-old daughter after mistaking her
for a prostitute, according to newspaper report.

they say have

Wilfred and Emily Milburn, the parents of Dymond
Larae Milburn, are asking for unspecified damages
for physical injuries and emotional problems, which
included nightmares.

Sgt. Gilbert Gomez and Officers David Roark and Sean Stewart have filed documents
saying their conduct was reasonable in light of the facts they had at the time, the
Houston Chronicle reported Tuesday in its online story.
According to a lawsuit filed in federal court in Galveston, Dymond Larae Milburn went
outside her home to flip a circuit breaker at about 7:45 p.m. on Aug. 22, 2006.
Responding to a call that three white prostitutes were soliciting in the neighborhood,
the plainclothes officers jumped out of an unmarked van on Gomez's orders and one of
them grabbed the girl, who is black, the lawsuit states. The girl contends that the officers
did not identify themselves as police and that the officer who grabbed her, later
identified as Roark, told her, "You're a prostitute. You're coming with me.”
Her parents heard her cries for help and came outside to see the hysterical girl hanging
on to a tree and screaming "Daddy! Daddy! Daddy!" while two officers hit her about
the head, face and throat, the family alleges.
Two hours later, she was examined at the University of Texas Medical Branch
emergency room and doctors found she had a sprained wrist, two black eyes, a bloody
nose and blood in an ear, according to the lawsuit.
Weeks later, she was arrested during classes at Austin Middle School, where she was an
honors student, the lawsuit states. She was tried a year later on a charge of resisting
arrest, but the judge declared a mistrial on the first day, according to the lawsuit.”

“Resisting being arrested” for prostitution when she was not a

prostitute... and they had no evidence that she was nor did they
have probable cause to make an arrest... imagine what they do to
‘real prostitutes’! Of course, it is for our own good that they do
these things, to teach us that we are ‘victims’ and if we don’t
believe we ARE, they will BEAT us until we realize that we are...
Beyond the unfortunate victims of predatory rapist cops and
overzealous undercover cops, there are far more casualties of
the “war on whores”- AKA- “end the demand”- and they would
be the victims of REAL crimes such as murder, rape, sexual
assault, domestic violence/ spousal abuse, physical assault,
robbery, child sexual abuse (non commercial) and so many other
crimes where victims have filed a criminal report (except for
murder victims who obviously cannot) and have asked for help.
In 2016, there were a reported 323,450 violent rapes and
sexual assaults [see Part V-A page 5] but cops managed to arrest
a mere 6.4% or 20,547 alleged rapists... Since 1991- 2016 there
were 6,315,408 unsolved violent rapes and sexual assaults.
Untested rape kits languish in police evidence lockers nationwide
because there is no funding to test the kits, and if tested, no
money to investigate the crimes or to prosecute the alleged
offenders if found, and no place to put them if convicted.
However, prostitution abolitionists demand that the cops stop
investigating real crimes to pursue and arrest the non violent,
non abusive clients, employers and associates of sex workers
who have not claimed to be victims of anything other than rapist
and overzealous cops who threaten to arrest them if they don’t
‘acknowledge that they are victims’ of exploitation...
Many prostitution abolitionists claim that it is all about ‘rescuing
the children,’ and, as we discussed in other parts of this
document, they make unsubstantiated claims about how many
‘child victims of sex trafficking’ there are based on wild

‘guesstimates’ pulled out of thin air and presented as facts. The
media then dutifully reports those ‘facts’ to the public as the
gospel truth, leaving out the 96% of all child sexual
exploitation victims1- whose predators are NOT seeking to buy
the services of their victims. These victims are without any
resources or hope that their predator will be apprehended,
prosecuted or punished, because there isn’t funding available to
pursue charges against those who sexually exploit them. The non
commercially exploited victims of the “pillars of the community”
tend to be far younger than the ‘child sex trafficking’ victims
who are usually 15 to 17. While it isn’t good for minors of any
age to be exploited by adults for FREE or for money, one
wonders why the young child victims of predators who do NOT
seek to BUY the services of their victims are less important to
the prostitution abolitionists than the mostly teenaged ‘child sex
trafficking’ victims? How many more victims of pedophile priests,
preachers, teachers, babysitters, parents and law enforcement
agents could be helped if we stopped pursuing, arresting and
prosecuting adult sex workers and their non violent, non abusive
clients, employers and associates?

A Few of the Cops Who Rape / Extort/ Hire/ Pimp / Murder Prostitutes
To view a more complete list of these predatory cops, click here:
COPS ROB RAPE EXTORT SOLICIT PIMP KILL SEX WORKERS

San Diego Officer Daniel Dana
Raped prostitute- (2012)
received probation sentence

Det. Wayne Taylor- NYPD detective pimped
out 13-year-old daughter and forced her to
dance naked at parties and have sex with "as
many as eight or nine men" in a single night.
The girl says Det. Wayne Taylor "bought" her
for $500 and threatened to arrest her for
prostitution if she didn't follow his orders.
received a 3 year sentence - 2010

What about the victims of domestic violence, who are not able
to find space in a women’s shelter because there are not enough
of them to provide services to the thousands and thousands of
victims and their children? Shall we ignore their cries for help
because it is more important that society pointlessly attempt to
stop consenting adults from engaging in commercial sex?
What about the sex workers- including minors- who are raped/
extorted /pimped by the very cops entrusted with ‘protecting’
them from their ‘evil johns’ and pimps? Is that the ‘punishment’
they are expected to endure if they refuse to accept their
‘victimhood’? If they cannot be ‘rehabilitated,’ then let them
suffer? What happens when a cop is caught lying in his arrest
report (report-a-lying) or in court (testalying) and a defense
attorney doesn’t play along with the rigged system, and the
judge decides to do his or her job and call the cop a liar... it
comes to the attention of other defense attorneys who are able
to use the fact that the cop’s testimony is no longer credible.
This can be used to reopen all the other cases in which this
lying cop may have also lied under oath, to get their violent
clients out of prison. Imagine you or a member of your family
being the victim of one of the real criminals whose predator is
released and free to taunt you? What about the EMOTIONAL
cost to you and your family?
1. 2001 Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children in the US, Canada and Mexico,
pages 92- 93
I.1. Sexual Exploiters of Children Living in Their Own Homes
“As reported above, some 105,000 substantiated or indicated cases of child sexual
assault occur in the U.S. each year (NCCAN, 1996). The bulk of these assaults are
perpetrated against children 12 years of age or younger and nearly all (84%) occur
in the privacy of the child’s own home. Sadly, 96% of all child sexual assaults
are perpetrated by persons known either to the child or the child’s family-96% by acquaintances (e.g., neighbors, teachers, coaches, physicians), or by
members of the child’s own family (e.g., fathers, step-fathers, uncles, older
siblings). Contrary to widely held belief, only a small number of substantiated
child sexual assault are committed by strangers (DoJ, 2000b:29).
...most sexual assaults against children in their own homes are committed by
acquaintances, i.e., by friends of the family, neighbors, sport coaches, tutors
(49%); the risk of sexual assault to children by acquaintances is high for all age
groups but peaks as children enter puberty, i.e., 474/1000 incidents for children
age 6 years and younger, 510/1000 incidents at ages 7-11 and 694/1000 incidents
at ages 12-17;family members--father, step-fathers, uncles, older siblings--commit
47% of all reported sexual assaults against children in their own homes; the risk
of sexual assault to children by family members is highest when children are
younger than 11 years of age (441/1000 incidents), but especially when children are
younger than 6 years (498 /1000 incidents); strangers commit fewer than 4% of
all sexual assaults against children; though never at a high level vis-à-vis the
number of sexual assaults committed against children by acquaintances and family
members, the risk of child sexual assaults by strangers increases with child age
from 29/1000 incidents for children ages 6 and younger, to 47/1000 incidents for
children ages 7-11, to 71/1000 incidents for children 12-17 years.”

San Diego Sheriff’s Deputy Thomas John Sadler
Assaulted and attempted Rape of prostitutereceived two year prison sentence 2010

⬅
Philadelphia Police Officer James Fallon
and his partner Timothy Carre- extorting prostitutes with a badge
http://www.philly.com/philly/news/special_packages/inquirer/
Extorting_sex_with_a_badge.html#JerAvM4DqzX61z3O.

➡

Anchorage Alaska Officer Anthony Rollins- Raped multiple prostitutes over
many years- (2012) Convicted and sentenced to 87 years
So rarely do cops get arrested much less get convicted and sent to prison for
any meaningful length of time, regardless of how many sex workers they rape

⬅

Milwaukee “pillar of the community,” good family man and police Officer
Steven Lelinski will spend the next several decades behind bars for using
his job as a police officer to sexually assault women (2006)

➡

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/12/23/nyregion/tainted-force-a-special-report-newark-policetroubles-out-of-control-at-the-top.html?pagewanted=all&src=pm
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We know how much it costs to arrest someone for
prostitution- based on the 1987 study conducted by Julie
Pearl and published in the Hastings Law Journal- it was
$2,000... (see next page) with inflation, that cost is now
(2016) $4,281.00 per arrest...
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What about the other costs to take the case from arrest
to punishment? It is difficult to find information on the cost
of prosecution because it varies state to state.
What about these costs?
1) How much does it cost to prosecute and put a ‘john’ in
prison for decades? To take care of his family while he is
incarcerated? The loss of tax revenue which will not be
collected during his absence?
2) Which victims of violent crimes such as rape and
domestic violence shall we completely ignore in order to
further the unattainable agenda of eradicating all
commercial sex?
3) How many lives of sex workers must be destroyed by
this insane crusade before society realizes the harm it is
doing by inflicting the moral and social agenda on
everyone? Eventually society will, but until that time,
who must pay for societal ignorance?
Cops receive millions in federal and state grants to ‘rescue’
sex trafficking victims- and when they can’t find traffickers,
they charge the ‘victim’ with trafficking herself, a much
more serious ‘offense’ than just a minor misdemeanor
prostitution arrest, which gives the cops more leverage to
force the ‘suspected victim/trafficker’ to become an
informant and be allowed to continue to be ‘exploited’ by
her ‘johns’- or to provide sexual favors and money to the
nice officers.

The Price of Prisons report
The Price of Prisons: 40 state fact sheets
State by state cost of incarceration
(from the 2012 VERA INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE “The Price of
Prisons: What Incarcerations Costs Taxpayers)
Click on link if you are viewing this document online- for those
reading a printed version of this document, you can find this
information by doing a search of the term above.
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The Victim Pimp organizations and what they cost:

Search the “http://foundationcenter.org/find-funding/990finder” website to view the non profit organizations and
their 990s- what income they have, where it comes from
and how it is spent:
Polaris Project- also known as the National Human
Trafficking Resource Center - receives over $7 million a
year to answer phone calls that MIGHT relate to human
trafficking... it rates the states on the laws the states pass
to deal with ‘sex trafficking’ and sends out lots of press
releases making absurd claims about the guesstimated
number of victims, while failing to show where these
victims actually are...
Catholic Charities- receives grant money
to go on raids with the police, round up
‘suspected prostitutes’ and then force
them into the faith based re-education
-er...rehabilitation program- or go to jail
(“Project Rose” in Phoenix AZ is a prime
example of the ‘kidnap to rescue’ schemehere is one of our posters
outlining the harm they do:

click here
to view pdf
of poster

There are so many of these types of
organizations which have a vested interest
in conflating sex work with sex trafficking- the more
‘victims’ they can claim, the more money the public is
willing to ‘cough up’ to save the poor whores...
Shared Hope International, Coalition Against Trafficking in
Women, Not for Sale -etc. ad nauseum... just to name a a
few.
Most of these are ‘faith based’ organizations which use
millions of taxpayer dollars to force their religion down the
throats of people they consider victims...
Other organizations are run by radical feminist prostitution
abolitionists, often in conjunction with faith based
organizations - a really odd pair of bedfellows!
What it all comes down to is this: There are many, many
people and organizations out there who are addicted to the
money that ‘rescuing victims’ generates. The US Government
spends billions of dollars trying to force other countries to
adopt its ‘anti- trafficking’ policies or be cut off from the
money that our government dangles in front of them in
government aid. The crusade costs the taxpayers hundreds of
billions of dollars and will yield nothing. Commercial sex is
never going away. If we are concerned about victims of child
sexual exploitation, then we should include the 96% and stop
trying to control adult men and women who wish to engage in
commercial sex. We cannot afford to drag out the war on
whores the way we have the war on drugs.
As Julie Pearl noted in her 1987 study in the Hastings Law
Review “Highest Paying Customers - America's Cities and the
Costs of Prostitution Control”
“...Well over two million violent and property crimes were reported in
1985 to the police in the 16 study cities. Arrests were not made in 83
percent of these cases. All factors considered, prostitution laws represent
lost opportunities for protecting society from violent crimes.”
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This is the highest cost of imposing a social and moral
crusade on a ‘free’ society.
To find the annual inflation rate, click here: http://www.dollartimes.com/calculators/
inflation.htm
Year

ACTUAL Number of COST PER
Prostitution Arrests
ARREST
Persons Over 18
based on
(number of minors
$2,000 in
arrested not included)
1987

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

97,529
94,964
96,655
97,619
96,445
97,653
100,206
92,583
90,748
86,211
79,383
78,295
73,786
86,109
83,288
78,108
76,121
73,533
70,001
61,626
56,371
47,491
11,873

$2,422
$2,495
$2,568
$2,638
$2,709
$2,778
$2,870
$2,919
$2,966
$3,046
$3,149
$3,198
$3,274
$3,335
$3,444
$3,561
$3,652
$3,801
$3,805
$3,908
$3,967
$4,084

2013

45,182

11,296

2014

39,971

2015

33,783

Total cost of
TOTAL COST Average Cost of incarceration
if
FOR ARRESTS Incarceration 25%
of arrestees
BY YEAR
for one year are convicted
and
sentenced to jail
or prison
$236,187,930
We
don’t
know
$236,935,180
what the costs for
$248,210,040
incarceration
were
for these
$257,518,922
years- so we will
$261,269,505 start with the year
$271,280,034 we do know, and
$287,591,220 estimate for the
next few years. In
http://
$270,249,777
2013, in NYC,
www.thetimes
the cost of
$269,158,568
news.com/
incarceration per
$262,598,706
news/
inmate was
$249,977,067 $168,000 while
20160503/
states it state-by-state$250,387,410 in other
averaged
$241,575,364 between $17,000 how-muchin Alabama to does-it-cost-to$287,173,515
$47,421 in
keep-someone$286,843,872
California, to
in-prison
$50,000 in
$278,142,588
Connecticut... so
$277,993,892
let’s just do an
$279,498,933
average cost
based
on $30,000
$266,353,805
per inmate per
$240,834,408
year...

$223,623,757
$193,953,244

$30,000

$356,182,500

$4,156

$187,761,482

$30,000

$338,865,000

9,993

$4,218

$168,600,876

$30,000

$299,782,500

8,446

$4,250

$143,577,412

$30,000

$253,372,500

32,503
8,126
TOTAL
1,966,164

$4,281
---

$139,145,343
$6,316,442,850

$30,000
---

$243,772,500

2016

The number of arrests has decreased steadily from 1991 to 2016- what will it cost if we start arresting a
fraction of the alleged number of ‘johns’ who hire CHILD SEX TRAFFICKING VICTIMS? (see Part V-B
for chart of guesstimates and what those numbers would look like)
if each minor has one one new client

If inflation is per Estimated cost of
just the ‘johns’ of
per day for 300 days x 100,000
minors = 30,000,000 ‘johns’- this
‘minors’- and if 25% of number
year 1.62%
incarceration for 25%
does not include adult sex
of arrested ‘johns’ of
arrested ‘johns’
workers who far outnumber
minors
minors by a huge majority...
sentenced to prison or jail
Estimated costs of arrests

2014
2015
2016
2017
2017
2018

500,000
1,000,000
2,500,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
7,500,000

125,000
250,000
625,000
750,000
1,250,000
1,875,000

$4,150
$4,217
$4,285
$4,352
$4,419
$4,486
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$2,075,080,400
$4,217,390,800
$10,711,552,000
$13,055,552,400
$22,095,404,000
$33,647,331,000

⬇

$30,486
$30,972
$31,458
$31,944
$32,430
$32,916

$3,810,750,000
$7,743,000,000
$19,661,250,000
$23,958,000,000
$40,537,500,000
$61,717,500,000
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The High Cost of Prostitution Control- money spent arresting consenting adults could be spent to help real victims who ask for help...

In 1987, each prostitution arrest cost around $2,000- in 2017 dollars, that’s $4,377.98 - and that’s just to make an
arrest... does not include cost of prosecution or incarceration or loss of revenue from taxes not paid by incarcerated
persons, plus the cost of taking care of families whose head of household (be it a ‘john’ or a ‘sex trafficking victim’)
is incarcerated....

2017 FAST FACTS VII
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FAST FACTS I- FOR SEX TRAFFICKING- COUNTERING THE BS WITH GOVERNMENT STATISTICS

Follow the money $$$$$
Who stands to profit from a crusade
against commercial sex?
Those who DO profit are “victim pimps”
*donations updated in this edition of Operation Do the Math- you can also go to the website
links below to see what the most recent donations are for these organizations
The more ‘victims’- child and adult- of sex trafficking that can be claimed by the
‘victim pimps,’ the more money they receive in donations and government funding.
To view the significant increases in donations and funding of non profit ‘victim
pimp’ organizations like the Polaris Project, Shared Hope,
Not For Sale and other ‘faith Based’ groups,
visit http://foundationcenter.org/find-funding/990-finder
Enter the name of the non profit and look for the ‘990’ forms

Besides the national organizations which
receive huge grants from the federal
government, there are the state and local non
profit organizations across the country which
feed off the ‘sex trafficking’ hysteriaOrganizations such as “Redeemed Ministries”
in Texas, where the founder, Dennis Mark,
says “The biggest obstacle to rehabilitating
the victims are the victims themselves...
victims make it difficult to help them, they
don’t realize they are victims...” WTF?

Click here to see ‘trafficking statistics’ and number of phone calls
answered by Polaris Project for 2012

Shared Hope International
Donations in 2002: $364,393
Donations in 2011:
$2,253,367
$3,294,009 in 2017

CLICK HERE TO GO TO 990 FINDER PAGE

Not For Sale
[first 990 report 2007]
Donations 2007:
$631,419
Donations 2016:
$1,271,289

Polaris Projectfrom $0 assets in 2002
to $5,095,450 in assets in 2012
Donations in 2002:
$51,267
Donations in 2011: $3,284,530
Donations in 2016: $10,290,981
Donations 2017 (not yet available)

Over half of the income for Polaris
Project went to salaries, other
compensation and employee benefits..
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Chart 2

30000

Human Trafficking
Confirmed Human Trafficking
Reported Rapes/ Sexual Assaults
Arrests for Rape
Arrests for Prostitution

Monthly average stats based on the following annual statistics reported:
702 yearly suspected human trafficking cases (1229 /21 mo. = 58.52 mo x12 )
70 confirmed cases (@10% of 1229 = 122.9 /21 mo= 5.8 mo x 12= 70.22)
243,300 reported rapes sexual assaults (243,300 /12 mo= 20,275)
18,925 arrests for rape (18,925 / 12= 1,577 mo)
65,521 arrests for prostitution ( 65,521/ 12= 5,460 mo)

2007
Human Trafficking
Confirmed Human
Trafficking
Reported Rapes/ Sexual
Assaults
Arrests for Rape
Arrests for Prostitution

58.52
5.8
20275
1577
5460

PLEASE NOTE: The stats on this page were not updated to the 2017 FBI stats. Please feel free to go to the sections where the 2016 updated rapes/ prostitution
arrests etc. are posted and do the math for yourself.
22500

Reported number of violent rapes and sexual assaults average per month
20,275

2007 Average Monthly Number of Reported
Rape Victims, Rape Arrests, Prostitution
Arrests vs. Suspected Incidents of Human
Trafficking
15000

5,460 x $3,652= $19,939,920 average spent
per month [based on the 1987 estimate
$2,000 cost per arrest for prostitution
adjusted for inflation in 2007]
Annual cost of prostitution arrests estimate:
$239,279,040
If the government really believed that human trafficking was as
significant a problem as they claim, why would they continue to
arrest consenting adults engaging in commercial sex rather than use
that money to find and assist those human trafficking victims?

According to the 2016 Human Trafficking
table, there were 1,007 cases of sex
trafficking reported, of which 595 were
‘cleared’/ 49 were minors
for all other stats, please see the various
spreadsheets in this document
for 2016

7500

Suspected number
of cases human
trafficking per month
58.52
0

Reported number
of arrests for prostitution
per month average
5,460

Confirmed
number
of cases
human
trafficking
per month
5.8

Reported number
of arrests for rape
per month average
1,577

2007
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Monthly average stats based on the following annual statistics reported:
1,006 yearly suspected human trafficking cases (2515 /30 mo. = 83.83 mo x12 )
Human Trafficking
301 yearly confirmed cases (@30% of 2,515 = /30 mo= 25.15 mo x 12= 301)
Confirmed Human Trafficking
Reported Rapes/ Sexual Assaults 514,021 reported rapes sexual assaults (514,021 /30 mo= 17,134 per month)
21,359 average annual arrests for rape (21,359/ 12= 1,779 mo)
Arrests for Rape
68,386 average annual adult prostitution arrests (68,386/12= 5,698 per mo)
Arrests for Prostitution

20000

15000

2008- 2010 Average Monthly Number
of Reported Rape Victims, Rape
Arrests, Prostitution Arrests vs.
Suspected Incidents of Human
Trafficking

Reported number of violent rapes
and sexual assaults average monthly
17,134

Government reports on these numbers are not kept up to
date so we are unable to accurately chart the differences. We
know that there are fewer arrests for prostitution each year,
as well as fewer ‘sex trafficking’ cases, but these charts and
10000
graphs paint the picture of the outrageous lies told by the
abolitionists and the government relating to how many actual
victims of sex trafficking there are.
Confirmed
Suspected
number
number
of cases
of cases
5000
human
human
2008- 2010
Human Trafficking
trafficking
trafficking
83
Confirmed Human Trafficking
per month
per month
25.15
25.15
83.83
Reported Rapes/ Sexual
Assaults
Arrests for Rape
Arrests for Prostitution

$260,170,680
NOW IMAGINE WHAT THOSE COSTS WOULD BE IF WE
ARRESTED A HALF MILLION TO A MILLION OR
MORE ‘JOHNS’ EVERY YEAR... AND SENT THEM TO PRISON FOR
15 YEARS TO LIFE, AS SOME ABOLITIONISTS WANT TO DO...

Chart 4

You can find the annual number of arrests for prostitution by
age and gender- from 1981 to 2016- in Part VI

5,698 x $3,805.03= $ 21,680,890 average spent per month
[based on the 1987 estimate $2,000 cost per arrest for prostitution
adjusted for inflation in 2009]
Annual cost of prostitution arrests estimate:

DO WE REALLY HAVE ENOUGH MONEY
AND LAW ENFORCEMENT RESOURCES TO
SQUANDER ON THIS ‘MORAL AND SOCIAL’
CRUSADE BASED ON NOTHING BUT
UNSUBSTANTIATED ‘GUESSTIMATES’
AND OUTRIGHT LIES?

Reported
number
of arrests for
rape per month
average
1,779.9

Reported number
of arrests for
prostitution
per month average
5,698

17134
1779
5698

0

2008- 2010
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JUST A REMINDER WHY NUMBERS MATTER:
Most journalists and others who share false statistics with the public are not going to take the time to research the actual numbers because they have no incentive to do so. The
campaign against so called 'sex trafficking' (or what we call the "War on Sex Workers") is the moral/ social crusade du jour and to write the truth about it would be detrimental
to the career of any politician or mainstream media journalist.
Which is why it isn't all that surprising when we find op-ed pieces such as the one which appeared in the 'Dallas

Morning News' on November 23, 2013, in

support of a 'crack down on sex traffickers,' claiming that there were "300,000 sex trafficking cases being prosecuted

every year, in Houston alone " despite facts and logic to the contrary.
Thankfully there are people out there, aside from us sex worker activists, who call out these journalists (and politicians) on these ‘facts,’ even though we know that those who
read the original article are not likely to go back and read the revised version. We note that they did remove the 'factually challenged' number from the page after it was
pointed out to them that their claim was absolutely not true. Nevertheless, those who did not see the update will forever after cite the wildly inaccurate 'statistics' posted in the
op-ed piece the 'Dallas Morning News' first published, and like a rock thrown in a pond, the ripple effect of the original lie will keep going and going and going.
From criminal defense attorney Mark Bennett's website:
"Dallas Morning News’ Credulity = Incredibility [updated because math is hard]"
"According to the Harris County District Clerk’s website, there hasn’t been a prosecution for sex trafficking in Houston since 2010. But when people say ‘sex trafficking,’
they may mean ‘compelling prostitution.’ There have been two compelling-prostitution cases filed in Harris County this year.

Not 300,000. Two."
Another excellent commentary on this "Dallas Morning News" blunder:
"Over 200,000 Innocent Defendants In Houston Prisons" Simple Justice- Criminal Defense Blog
"Mistakes happen? Sure. But mistakes of this magnitude should never make it past fact-checking. It’s inexcusable." Scott H. Greenfield

This is why WE have done the math- because there is a HUGE difference between

300,000 cases of ‘sex trafficking’ in a single city alone ‘every year,’
and TWO cases of ‘compelling prostitution’ (NO SEX TRAFFICKING CASES SINCE 2010)!
While “even one is too many”- just think what we could do to help REAL victims- who have asked for help-

with the money now spent looking for imaginary ‘victims’?
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